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In a recent edition of Annals of Translational Medicine, Doran 
and Voora are giving a commentary entitled “Circulating 
extracellular vesicles containing miRNAs may have utility 
as early biomarkers for cardiac injury” (1), a perspective 
on our recent work on the release of extracellular vesicles 
(EVs) after myocardial injury (MI) (2). Current standard 
biomarkers for MI are circulating creatinine Kinase MB 
(CK MB) and cardiac troponin, which are released within 
2–3 hours after the onset of cardiac injury. Although 
extremely powerful in a daily clinical setting, a continuous 
search for new markers is warranted since both an early 
rule-in or rule-out of MI is associated with improved 
outcomes and lower health-care costs. A novel direction 
for new biomarkers is their association with small carriers, 
including EVs, which are present in human serum and 
can carry a variety of proteins, RNAs and microRNAs 
(miRNAs) in higher quantities then free in plasma. Nature 
is, however, not generating EVs as biomarkers but is using 
these mediators as powerful signaling molecules to activate 
and stimulate cells, thereby potentially including reparative 
signals to induce inflammation or maybe regeneration (3).

Especially in cancer, detection of tumor derived vesicles 
is often reported (4) which might serve as a diagnostic 
tool in the detection and possibly the prediction of tumor 

development. Extracellular microvesicles from tumors 
are involved in tumor progression (5); they promote 
angiogenesis and facilitate tumor growth and metastasis 
or they suppress tumor directed immune responses. In our 
recent cardiac work (2), we have described that more EVs 
are present in plasma after myocardial infarction, of which 
part is derived from the cardiomyocytes. Although we 
demonstrated that these vesicles contain several different 
miRNAs, a clear mechanistic understanding or role of 
these miRNAs is still lacking. Additionally, we have not 
studied if these EVs can have any biological function, hence 
e.g., stimulate regenerative processes upon MI. In this 
correspondence, we would like to speculate further on a 
possible role for these EVs. 

Exosomes (subfraction of EV) derived from different 
cells, including cardiac-derived progenitor cells (CPC) (6), 
have been reported to stimulate angiogenesis powerfully 
and can protect the heart against myocardial ischemia. 
Recently, we demonstrated that CPC-derived EVs stimulate 
angiogenic responses in endothelial cells via extracellular 
matrix metalloproteinase inducer (EMMPRIN) (7). Inspired 
by this observation, we hypothesized that cardiac-derived 
EVs might also be able to stimulate similar effects upon 
myocardial infarction, thereby potentially promoting 
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a pro-angiogenic effect in endothelial cells (ECs) and 
induce a reparative signal. To explore this, we used human 
microvascular endothelial cells (HMECs) in a scratch 
wound migration assay in vitro, as described before (see 
Figure 1A) (6), and circulating EVs after myocardial 
damage (2). By exposing the in vitro cultured HMECs to 
these isolated EVs that were obtained from our porcine 
MI model, we observed that HMECs were activated. 
Circulating EVs, collected at baseline, showed a 1.5±0.2-
fold increase in closure of the wound compared to controls. 
Furthermore, cardiac ischemia followed by reperfusion, 
led to further enhancement of EV release and thereby 
increased HMEC activation, (closure of the wound is 
further increased: ischemia—2.1±0.3, reperfusion—2.3±0.2 
fold increase, respectively; see Figure 1B). Subsequently, we 
aimed to identify if this response is originating from the 
myocardial tissue itself by using a murine heart Langendorff 
set-up. Results demonstrated that hypoxia induced EVs 

were able to activate the HMECs to a higher degree than 
normoxic derived EVs (closure of the wound increased by 
17% in normoxia, and by 26% in hypoxia, compared to 
non-stimulated ECs; see Figure 1C). These results indicate 
that the myocardium is able to release EVs, which are 
enhanced upon cardiac injury, and thereby could potentially 
trigger other cell types in their function, here represented 
by cultured ECs. 

Since the content of EVs reflects part of the cellular 
compartment, the content is depending on the original 
cell type and cellular state, and profiling the composition 
and cargo of exosomes could provide insights in possible 
mechanisms (8). In addition, EVs that are released from 
a cell type, but have a different composition and cargo due 
to stress exposures provide a potential diagnostic tool (9). 
For example hypoxia and oxidative stress changed the 
proteomic and RNA content of endothelial and mast cells 
(9-11). In addition to proteins and mRNA, EVs contain 
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Figure 1 Circulating extracellular vesicles can activate cultured endothelial cells. (A) Example of a scratch wound migration assay. 
Endothelial cells repopulate a scratch upon injury, which effect is enhanced upon exposure to extracellular vesicles (EVs); (B) extracellular 
vesicles collected after cardiac ischemia and reperfusion injury from a porcine model stimulate endothelial cell migration (HUVECs) in 
a wound closure assay in vitro. Vesicles derived after reperfusion enhanced this effect further; (C) extracellular vesicles from Langendorff 
perfused mouse hearts stimulate endothelial cell migration in a wound closure assay in vitro. Extracellular vesicles derived from ischemic 
hearts enhanced this effect. *, P<0.05 EVs vs. no exosomes.
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selectively packaged miRNAs, including miR-1, which 
can be efficiently shuttled to target cells. Previously, we 
reported that the angiogenic differentiation of CPCs can be 
enhanced by the upregulation of miR-1, thereby targeting 
Spred1, which may indicate a different therapeutic direction 
enhancing angiogenesis and potentially to improve cardiac 
regeneration (12).

For  a  therapeut ic  approach of  exosomes only, 
engineering of exosomes by manipulating their contents 
or binding specificity is very interesting and holds true 
potential for targeted in vivo delivery. Moreover, the use 
of systems biology to analyze EV content and their effects 
creates an opportunity to increase our understanding and 
paves the way for designing optimized vesicles to enhance 
their effect on cardiac regeneration (13).
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